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Dispersion relations for a process of the type K +N-Y + 71" are written down. The struc
ture of the amplitude for scalar and pseudoscalar K mesons is described. 

l. Amati and Vitale1 considered nonrelativistic dis
persion relations for inelastic K-meson processes; 
relativistic dispersion relations for 71" + N - Y + K 
( Y means A or I:) and y + N-Y + K were stud
ied by Polivanov and Okubo. 2 In the present work 
the processes K + N - Y + 71" are considered, in 
particular K- + p- I: 0 + 71"0• Because of the differ
ence in the MA and MI; masses, which particles 
also occur in intermediate states, the energy spec
tra are different for each process. 

2. We make use here of a complex field for K± 
and a real field for 71"0 which directly represent 
the physical K and 71" particles. 

Using the notation of Bogolyubov and Shirkov3 

for a complex scalar field and the definitions 
. ( ) . oS + ]K X = t-.- S, 

ocpK(xl 

j"(x) = i ~s+, 
ocp" (x) 

we get for K- + p - I: 0 + 71"0, dropping the factor 

o (q + P -p'- q') I V2qoq~, 
(p' Is+ s+ I p) = i [Tret (k)- rdv (k)] =iT (k), 

where I p> is a state of momentum p, and p' 
and p are the momenta of the hyperon and nu
cleon, while q' and q are the pion and K-meson 
momentum, where 

(p')2 = M~, (p)2 = M2, (q')2 = m;, (q)2 = m'k. 

Here, using the Bogolyubov causality condition4 

Tret (k) = (' dTjei (k~) / p' I oj K (- 'YI I 2) I p" = (' dTji (k~) pret ("') 
j "- ocp" (Yl 1 2) / j ., ' 

Tadv (k) = (' d ei (k~) / 'I '6j" (Yl 1 2 ) I ." = (' dr.i (k~) padv ( ) 
j 'IJ "-P ocp~(-Yll2) P / j 1 "~' 

where k = ~( q' - q) and ( k77) = ko77o - k17. In 
getting the second term we use the condition 
ss+ = 1 and the invariance of the vacuum and 
one -particle states. 

Later we shall work with the Fourier transforms 

where 

and 

T (k) = 2iA (k) = ~ d-r,ei <k~> F ('IJ), 

D (k) = ~ dT,el (k~) F ('IJ), 

F (Tj) = i (p' I [h(-'Y)/2), j" ('t1/2)JIP> 

which represent the anti hermitian part A ( k) 
and the Hermitian part D ( k) of the retarded 
matrix Tret ( k). 

3. We introduce the coordinate system in which 
Po =Po and. q0 = q0. We put p' = ap; the condition 
Po = p0, ~ p2 + M2 = ~ a2p2 - M\r gives 

a=+Vl-tljp2 =+a., 

where ~ = ( M\r- M2). The sign of a is deter
mined below from the condition that there is a 
break in the energy spectrum, and it turns out to 
be positive. Therefore 

p' = ap. 

Using momentum conservation and the definition 
k = ~( q' + q) = A.e - yp, we get from the conditions 
ep = 0 and e2 = 1 

1 = -o;2(1-a)p2, o = (m7<-m;), f.2 = q~- En 

where 

E~ = I/4 (1 -a)2p2 + 12P2 + m, 

and m = ~(mk+ m~). 
Therefore, for k = !(q' + q), where k0 

= ~(q0 + q0), we get 

k = (E; k) = (E; f..e-rp), 

A=+V£2-E~. 

Here E7 is the threshold energy in our coordinate 
system. 
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4. We thus have 

T (E) = ~ d~ exp {i E'f/0 - i). r.e + irr,p} F ("'')- (4.1) 

For the process 1r0 + p - ~ 0 + K+ we get 

Tc (E) =- ~ dTj exp {iE'Yj0 - ih,e- it11P} F (- 'rj). (4.2) 

Expanding the members of the commutator in the 
complete system of intermediate states we find that 
the first member in T ( E ) contains the state 

I v) = p' P + !to' ... 

and the second 

I p.) = A, E0 + Tt, ••. ' 

i.e., from baryon and strangeness conservation we 
have a nucleon branch I v > and a hyperon branch 
IJ.t>. 

Integrating over T'f, we get 

T (E) = i (2rt) 4 {~ (p' I iK (0) I Pv) (Pv I j" (0) I P) 0 (E - Po + P~) 

- ~ (p' I j" (0) I PJ.L) (PJ.LI h(O) I p) 0 (E +Po- Po)} (4.3) 

and the momenta of the intermediate states, deter
mined by the delta-functions 

Pv = 1/2 (I+ 1X)p- k =[(I+ IX) /2 + rl p-).e, 

PJ.L = 1/ 2 (I + IX) p + k = r (I + IX) /2 - rl p - ).e. ( 4 .4) 

The delta-functions determine the spectrum of the 
nucleon branch 

-2p0Ev = (M~-M2 -m) -p2 (I-IX)-; G ~:). 
(4.5') 

and the hyperon branch 

2p0 EIJ. = (M~-M2 -m)-p2 (I-IX) +fG~:). 
(4.5") 

Here Mv and MJ.t mean the mass of the inter
mediate states. The spectrum has the form given 
in the figure. 

-E I A 
1: 

Form of the spectrum for the process K- + p -> l 0 + rr0 

5. Examination shows that the two regions of 
the continuous spectrum are not joined for all val
ues of p2 within the limits 

I. 04 b. < p2 < CXl 

( ~ is the minimum p2 value). 
We see that here the continuous spectrum in the 

unobservable region takes up an even greater area 
than it does in the K- meson scattering case, where 
we also have a continuous spectrum even for for
ward scattering. In this case tlle reaction K- + p 
- Y + 1r contributes in the unphysical region, since 
M + mK >My+ m7r always. For dispersion rela
tions in the K -scattering case, Galzenati and 
Vitale5 got reasonable results, in the sense of com
parisons with experiment, by neglecting the inte
grals over the unphysical region; lowest order per
turbation theory for K- +N-Y + 1r shows6 that 
the introduction of an amplitude below the threshold 
is smooth for the case of a pseudoscalar K meson. 

In all reactions of the K- + p - Y + 1r type, 
there is a contribution in the unphysical region 
from the reactions 1ft + Yt- Y2 + 1r2 and 1ft + Nt 
- N2 + 1r2; estimating these contributions is made 
more difficult by the fact that both branches still 
contain states of the type (p + 27r) or (Y + 27r) 
and so on, corresponding to different processes 
of the strong pion interaction. 

6. The spectrum of the function T c (E) for the 
reaction 1r0 + p- ~ 0 + K+ is reflection symmetric 
relative to the spectrum of the function T ( E ) . 

From (4.1) and (4.2), we have 

SeT(- E)=- SeTc (E), 

llf.T (-E)=+ llfeTc (E), (6.1) 

where Se, ~He mean symmetrization with respect 
to e, which excludes the doublevaluedness of A. 
(see reference 7). The expression (6.1) corre
sponds to the "crossing symmetry" and affords 
the possibility of excluding the negative-energy 
region in dispersion relations. 

Dispersion relations can be obtained by sub
stituting the Cauchy integral formula in the func
tion T (E); the contour of integration is evident 
from the figure. Under the same conditions as in 
reference 7, we get the relation between D ( E ) 
and A (E): 

SeD (E)= _.!:._p f ds [SeA (e)+ SeAc(e)J 
rr ~ .e-E e+E ' 

0 

(6.2) 

Combining equal relations for Tc( E) we can write 
the symmetric expressions 

00 

2E (' de 
Se {D (E)- De (E)} = ~ P ~ 02 _ £2 {SeA (s)- SeAc (s)}, 

0 
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where the subtraction of the amplitudes plays a 
"cutoff" role at high energies. 

7. For pseudoscalar K mesons the amplitude 
of the process is scalar. 

Then 

where s' and s are the spin states of the hyperon 
anQ. the nucleon. The other possible invariant ep 
is equal to zero in our coordinate system, so that 
T0, T1 do not depend on the sign of e or p. 
Separating T0 and T1 into hermitian and antiher
mitian parts, corresponding to T~ and T~ we get 
from (6 .3), applying the symmetrizations Se and 
IUe 

<X> 

D1 (£)- D~ (£) = ! P ~ e• ~~. {AI (s)- A~ (s)}, 
0 

00 

D0 (£)- D~ (£) = 2: P \ e" !__e£2 {A0 (s)- A~ (s)} (7 .2) 

For scalar K mesons the amplitude is pseudo
scalar. The only non-vanishing pseudoscalars 
are a· p and a· e, which expresses the fact that 
we have here only the spin-flip amplitudes; the 
spin flip compensates for the change in internal 
parity. 

Therefore 

T'et = { ( a).·,p} r<P) + {(a)s•se} r<•). (7 .3) 

This gives, together with (6.3), the relationship be
tween the hermitian and antihermitian part of the 
amplitudes T<P> and T<e> 

00 

D(P) (£)- D<J') (E) = ! P ~ e• !_eE• {A<P) (s)- A~) (s)}, 
0 

00 

D(e)(£)-D~e)(E) = : P~ c•~~2 {A(e) (s)- A~e) (s)}. 

(7 .4) 

8. Let us examine the contribution of the poles. 
The first terms in A (E) for one nucleon or one 
hyperon in the intermediate state give the ampli
tudes 

ap = jl - Ep I p0 I~ (p' I jK (0)! Pv,s") 
s" 

X (Pv• s" i j" (0) I P) o (£- Ep), 

aA = 11 - EA I P0 I L (p' I j, (0) I pr.t.s") 
s" 

x (pr.t, s"l jK(O) I p) o (£ + EA)· 

They contain the the coupling constants ( gg~p) and 
(g~A1rgA.pK) where g is the pion-nucleon coupling 
constant. We note, however, that the energy Ep cor
responding to a pole is not the same as the pole con
tribution for· pion-nucleon scattering. 

In both the scalar and pseudoscaler K-meson 

cases, the contributions from the poles are 

(ggEKp) (2")' (~- £2) { + EpF (p2) + f (p2)} 

E 
- (gEA-:tgAPK) (27t)' (£~ _ £2) {£A <D (p2) + 'P (p2)}, (8.2') 

and 

E 

(gg:EKp) (27t)2 (Ei- £2) '¥ (p2) 

E 

+ (gEA"g APK) (27t)2 (E~ _ £2) '¥ (p2)' (8.2") 

corresponding to the first and second equations in 
(7 .2) and (7 .4). 

The functions F ( p2 ), <I> ( p2 ) , etc depend on 
our coordinate system and we do not give their 
general form. 

9. It has already been remarked that these rela
tions contain integrals over the unphysical regions, 
even more than the K-scattering case. According to 
perturbation theory results6 or to the dispersion re
lations for K scattering, this difficulty may not be so 
serious for scattering; but this question is still open. 

In our case the possibility of estimating the 
coupling constants is reduced by the existence of 
the nucleon branch of the pion-nucleon coupling. 

As an approximation, as for example a one-
meson approximation, we can express the ampli
tudes < ~ , 71' I h I Y > , for which there are no 
experimental data, in terms of other amplitudes 
by making some assumptions about strong inter
action symmetries. 

I express my thanks to A. A. Logunov for sug
gesting the problem and to M. K. Polivanov for 
valuable discussions. 
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